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State-of-the-Town:  January 4, 2017 
 

Half a century ago and on this very day, a small section of Pittsylvania County known 
simply as the “Hurt Community” experienced a life changing event.  Fulfilling a vision of 
its benefactor and namesake, Mr. John L. Hurt, Jr., and with a spirit not too unlike other 
local communities across America, the newly incorporated Town of Hurt held its first 
council meeting.  Since then, in similar fashion to many small towns, we’ve seen long, 
smooth, stable periods with a timeless and dreamy quality become punctuated by other 
events that would call for adjustments, decisions, and/or new beginnings.  
 
Each decade of our history has had defining moments and features, and has left us with 
new experiences and transitions.  The one we are in now is and will be no exception.  
Following a period of decline and relative stagnation since Burlington’s closure almost 10 
years ago, we felt the winds of change beginning to stir again in 2016.  With them, we 
began seeing early rays of hope that we believe to herald the dawn of a new day for us.   
 
How encouraging it is, and how grateful we all should be, that 2016 (the eve of our 
golden anniversary) will not go down in our history as just another year, but rather, as 
one when many things that were already years overdue finally began coming to fruition.  
Fortunately, we don’t have to look far to find those.  
 
The former Burlington property has been re-branded as the Southern Virginia Multi-
modal Park (SVMP), with intentions of re-opening it as a 21st Century intermodal facility 
and industrial park.  The region’s premiere developer of retirement communities has 
announced plans to build a senior living facility on the outskirts of town.  An arena has 
opened beside the Staunton River, bringing recreational activity and a stimulus to 
businesses.  Long-awaited paving has been done at the post office.   A new freestanding 
retail store nearly doubled its sales since leaving Staunton Plaza, which has since been 
listed with a realtor to sell.  Here at Town Hall, much more than the parking lot and 
building were improved.  Service to citizens was expanded to include a notary public, 
credit card payment option, an official town website, and a Facebook page.  A new 
computer system, along with an enterprise-level email service, now keeps confidential 
information and tax money more secure than it has been for a long time.  To conclude 
the year, December featured new holiday events to bring our community together. 
 
The foregoing is not an exhaustive list, and all around us we can see trends in a good 
direction.  The right people are in place, working together to make things happen, and 
the overall climate appears to be improving.  Governor McAuliffe visited Danville and 
Pittsylvania County more than once this past year with new announcements of economic 
development.  I believe it is more a matter of when, than if, we will see him and/or his 
successor appear in Hurt bearing good news for our town, county, and region.  To 
facilitate that vision becoming reality, steps are already in progress to upgrade 
infrastructure at the SVMP, and it now appears likely that cleanup efforts are on the 
horizon to make the property more accessible and presentable to interested prospects.     
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Barring unforeseen barriers, it is reasonable to expect the present trend to continue in 
2017 and beyond.  Economic development remains our primary focus, and diligent 
efforts are underway to draw in the commerce needed to rejuvenate the local economy.  
Engaged on several fronts and in collaboration with surrounding localities, the state, and 
private enterprises, we are pursuing every reasonable path toward this end.  As we 
continue in these endeavors, we must be ever mindful that economic development is a 
process, not an event, and one that will surely test our endurance, patience and resolve.  
Obviously, there is but one right course of action − to keep Hurt moving forward.  
 
During the last council meeting, our auditors complimented improvements made in our 
business office and reported that we are in good, stable condition financially.  Though 
they recommended more operational refinements, we were pleased with their overall 
positive appraisal.  While we would like to see larger reserve funds and revenues, we 
are nonetheless fortunate to find ourselves debt free and able to do all that we did last 
year while avoiding any increase in taxes or utility rates, which for years have remained 
reasonable and in line with other small towns in this part of VA.  It is an aspiration of 
mine that we strive to do that again next fiscal year as well. 
 
Making sound, informed decisions on citizens’ behalf is vital to the effectiveness of local 
government.  To do that, the people must be involved, and we must be aware of their 
desires, interests, and concerns.  Such was the rationale for a survey distributed with 
November’s utility bills.  Results of that questionnaire are being compiled for us all to 
consider in the months ahead, and it should pique our interest to find out what local 
residents actually had to say.  
 
Concluding on a bright note, our golden anniversary year has arrived.  This is a time to 
treasure our heritage and memories, honor our predecessors, learn from history, 
celebrate accomplishments, connect across generations, and lay a good foundation for 
our successors.  We must not only recognize and care for our seniors, but find 
inspiration from their biographies as well.  Without their years of work and wisdom, we 
would not be where we are today.  Concurrently with that, we must encourage, invest 
in, mentor, and exercise providence on behalf of our younger generations, as they are 
our future.  Contrary to some misconceptions, the 2010 Census revealed that about 
60% of Hurt’s population is under age 50.  They will be needing places to live, work, eat 
shop, relax, and eventually retire.  
 
Discussions and efforts will soon be forthcoming as to specifics for how we should 
commemorate this special occasion, which coincides with the 250-year mark for 
Pittsylvania County, and citizen input will play a major role.  I look forward to working 
with everyone both in this celebration and in setting the stage for our next 50 years to 
be even better and brighter than the first.   
 
Thank you and God bless.   
 
 
Gary Poindexter, Mayor            


